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This time we, me and Ingela left on Wednesday so we could celebrate her birthday on Thursday
in Salzburg before the tournament started on Saturday. We had a couple of good days with
good food, good drinks and a great look of the town. The weather was not the best but with
everything else being good it doesn't matter. Had a couple of hours practicing in my room
everyday. Got one of Unicorns On Tour Portable Door Hanging System with me. Must say it
works really well.

  

  

Saturday and time for the tournament. More then 230 participant, hmm. Got Steve Hine in first
round and didn't play like I should so lost that match. Must be more focus when I play on
Saturdays seems like I haven't got my brain with me the first day. Going to change that for sure.
The evening we spent downtown watching The Salzburg football team being celebrated for
being the champions this year in Austrian league. 

  

  

Sunday and new hopes for a good run. Got first round today again this time my opponent was
Bernd Roith. I open the game very good and I was in command the hole time but missing a
couple of doubles so I was letting him back in the game all the time. So it became 5-5 and I had
one double from 110 but missed and he checked out and won the game. Another 6-5 lost it will
turn soon. He played very steady and didn't do many mistakes so all the best to Bernd.

  

  

Back home on Monday and this time I'm actually going to be home for 2 hole weekends in a row
before going to Bolton for the UK Open. 
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